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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards 

Into Thursday, the aforementioned boundary that is expected to progress through the central Gulf is forecast to stall and 

begin interacting with a robust region of high pressure located near the ArkLaTex enabling steadily enhancing northeasterly 

flow to much of the western and central deepwater regions of the Gulf. Fresh to strong winds may gust upwards of gale force 

at times as seas begin to build across the deepwater locations south of 28N. Seas of rough magnitude may reach 10-12 feet in 

some locations throughout the day Thursday before weakening as the region of enhanced flow drifts southward. Rough seas 

of 7-10 feet are forecast to persist throughout the far western deepwater locations before an additional cutoff low pressure 

feature likely makes its way offshore southern Texas and into the western Gulf. This new feature of low pressure may eject 

into the western Gulf into the morning Saturday bringing along another round of robustly elevated winds and seas.

Current Radar and Satellite Data

Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

A compact region of low pressure has dragged throughout the north-central Gulf overnight into this morning bringing along 

widespread severe thunderstorms and elevated winds to much of the northern Gulf. Gradual weakening of the thunderstorm 

coverage is likely throughout the morning as the low feature pushes northeast and out of the region with the tailing cold front 

extending into the central Gulf. Generally northerly flow of moderate to fresh magnitude into the second half of today is 

expected with conditions continuing to rise into the day Wednesday. Enhancing northeasterly flow into the afternoon 

Wednesday will allow seas to rise upwards of 6-8 feet in portions of the western deepwater locations, with moderate to near-

rough seas expected elsewhere as the flow regime remains enhanced. Overall conditions are forecast to remain rather poor 

throughout the next 48 hours as the pressure gradient throughout the basin stays tightened. 
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